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RECOMMENDATIONS

Questionnaire Content,

Classification of modes does not need to be revised, but all modes should be
reported for the journey to work and the questÍon needs some rev¡ording. The
present, question about travel time to work can be retained or superseded by
obtaining work departure and arríva1 time. Nonwork transit trip information
¡letermined to be not necessary. Questions H28 and H29 should be combined,
obtaíning separate ownership levels for automobiles, vans, and trucks.

was

Procedures and Sample Size

In the collection of data, a specific day and time should be used and the
guestion should refer to the usual place of work. The number of stages in which
the census was conducted was not thought to be as important as that the data h¡e
reliable and tirnely. It $tas believed that the use of follow-on surveys $ras not,
to be depended on, but if there was such surveys, they shour<i consíder
collecting information in more depth on the handicapped, multiple-job workers,
and working students.
Geographic Coding

For private-sector use, $rorkplace data should be collected to block an<l
block-group leveLs. Greater use of loca1 resources to help in geocoding was
advocated. coding shourd be to the rowest geographic lever availabre.
Nonreported or uncodable place-of-work data should be allocated in aII census
products in addition to the UTPP, and the number of workers who are allocated
rather than rrnot reported'r should be specified. Data collected by commutershe<l
(contiguous Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas in which the flov¡ of r¿orkers
extends from one to the other) should be recognized at whatever geographic level
Ís appropriate.
Data Product,s

tight definition of what constitutes a reasonable time 1apse
between collection of the data and product delivery. rmproved products in all
media are needed and integratíon with other products needs careful study. The
Census Bureau needs a rapid response system for special tabulations. Many
portions of the UTPP should become standard census tabulations, for instance,
allocations of place of work, machine-readable place-of-work geography, and STF
4!{ tabulations by place of work.
There should be a

